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ABSTRACT
It is shown, that Noise Power Ratio (NPR) testing of mul
tichannel Single Sideband (SSB) transmitters should be perform
ed loading all channels with identical white, gaussian, zero-
mean noise signals in order to obtain the worst case result.
A theoretical analysis of bichannel equipment under the
two different input conditions* (a) statistically independent
noise signals, and (b) statistically dependent noise signals?
shows that the intermodulation distortion on the output of the
transmitter is the same for either case.
This result is extended for an arbitrary number of chan
nels to the point of showing that the test results obtained for
statistically dependent noise inputs will be either equal to or
worse than those obtained for statistically independent noise
inputs.
The theoretical conclusions made for a bichannel transmit
ter are verified by means of practical measurements performed
on such a transmitter.
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CHAPTER It INTRODUCTION
1.1 Intormodulation due to Amplifier Nonlinearlty.
Nonlinearities in Single Sideband exciters and power am
plifiers give rise to intermodulation distortion of the output
signal and, in the case of multichannel equipment, crosstalk.
This distortion, along with noise introduced in the transmis
sion channel, will greatly affect the intelligibility of the
detected signal at the receiving end of the communication sy
stem. It is therefore important, not only to minimize nonli
nearities by careful design, but also to perform an intermo
dulation distortion test as part of the performance inspection
of the final equipment.
As an aide in understanding the following discussion a
simplified block diagram of a typical multichannel Single Si
deband transmitter using the filtering method* is shown in
figure 1-1.
An amplitude modulated or Double Sideband-Suppressed Car
rier signal is generated in each channel by mixing the audio
signal and the carrier injection in a balanced modulator. The
modulator output is then passed through a bandpass filter,
which in the ideal case processes the desired sideband without
attenuation and attenuates all other inputs infinitely. The SSB
output from all the channels are then combined linearly (summed)
and applied to the input of the high frequency bandpass ampli
fier. It is nonlinearities in this amplifier that cause inter-
*See also chapter 2, section 1.
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modulation distortion of the output signal.
1.2 Noise Power Ratio Test.
So far, it has been the accepted standard to measure the
intermodulation distortion by means of a two-tone test signal
applied to the input of the transmitter (single channel) and
then measure the amplitudes of the significant intermodulation
products in the output signal with a spectrum analyzer. The two
test tones were chosen so that at least the 3rd and 5th order
intermodulation products fell within the passband of the trans
mitter. The measure of the intermodulation distrotion was the
ratio of the most significant intermodulation product and one
of the desired tones.
The Radio Subcommittee of the MIL-STD-188 Committee* has
recently recommended that the standard method of measuring non-
linearity in SSB communication equipment be a Noise Power Ratio
Test, in which the individual channel is loaded with white,
gaussian, zero-mean noise, instead of the two-tone signal men
tioned above.
The complexity of the test equipment required to perform
the Noise Power Test on multichannel equipment would depend on
whether or not the input noise signals for the various channels
should be statistically independent. The reason is, that if
statistical independence between the noise signals were re
quired, then a different noise generator for each channel would
*The MIL-STD-188 Committee makes recommendations for inclusions
and revisions of the MIL-STD-188, which is a general specifi
cation for all military equipment.
-4-
have to be used to test the multichannel equipment. On the
other hand a single noise generator and a simple multicoupler
could be used, if statistical dependence was required. The lat
ter procedure offers considerable advantage in cost, maintain
ability and reliability.
For the reasons stated above it is necessary to investi
gate whether statistically dependent or independent noise in
puts lead to the worst case of Noise Power Ratio reading for
the Single Sideband equipment.
A theoretical analysis of the effect of statistical de
pendence or independence on Noise Power Ratio is made in this
thesis.
The Noise Power Ratio Test is performed as follows t
All channels of the transmitter are loaded simultanously with
white, gaussian, zero-mean noise and the noise power output in
a particular, narrow slot in the channel under test is measured.
Then the input noise is removed from the corresponding slot by
means of a notch filter, and the residual noise power is mea
sured in the output slot. This is then repeated for every chan
nel. These measurements are used to calculate the Noise Power
Ratio, NPR(SSB), which is defined as
"the ratio of the mean noise powers measured in the notch
filter bandwidth for the notch in and the notch out con
ditions with total system mean power output equal for both
conditions."*
Figure 1-2 shows a typical test set-up for a single channel.
?This definition is quoted from paragraph 2.194 of SPECIFICA
TIONS RECOMMENDED FOR INCLUSION IN MIL-STD-188C, submitted
by the Radio Subcommittee.
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The use of white noise as a test signal for measuring
amplifier nonlinearity in SSB equipment was suggested in 1956
by Icenbice and Fellhauer , when common usage of SSB techniques
in radio communication was still being debated. But this parti
cular test method had been in use in checking out multiplex te
lephone equipment earlier than 1956. In those tests, the input
noise signals were applied to several hundred channels simul-
tanously and the quiet slot was obtained by notching out one
complete channel . An alternate approach was to measure the
noise power level in an idle channel outside the band in nor
mal use, and then compare this level to the power level of the
normal traffic.
1.3 Nonlinear Interference^
It can be shown, that interference in bandpass amplifiers
is due mainly to third order nonlinearity. This can be seen
most readily by cubing a single frequency term
3 A3 A3
a, (A cosuot)3 * a-s cosWt + a, cos 3wt3 4 3 4
The first term on the right hand side of the above equation
falls within the passband of the amplifier and will add to or
subtract from the linear term depending on the sign of the co
efficient a3.
For a multichannel system this problem becomes even more
grave since each cube law intermodulation product spreads over
three channels. If we for instance consider three adjacent chan
nels, A, B and C, with identical bandwidths and power density,
-7-
-8-
then the intermodulation products falling within the passband
of the amplifier will be of the form, A+B-C, A+C-B, B+C-A and
2A-B, 2A-C, 2B-A, 2B-C, 2C-A, and 2C-B, where the three former
are the predominant ones3. This is indicated in principle on
the diagram shown in figure 1-3. From the diagram it appears
as if the intermodulation distortion will be different for the
different channels. This is true for a small number of channels,
whereas for an "infinite" number of channels additional inter
modulation products will cause even distribution of the distor
tion. Such interfering products greatly distort the amplifier
output signal unless due consideration is given to the problem
during the design phase.
An extensive mathematical treatment of interchannel inter
ference due to amplifier nonlinearity is given for discrete
1 3
frequencies in the literature * . The processing of a sine wave
plus gaussian noise through a nonlinear device has also been
covered in depth by several authors '.
Davenport and Root5 have in chapters 12 and 13 indicated
some general methods of arriving at the output autocorrelation
function and power density spectrum for a %) -th law device. A
V-th law nonlinear device is based on the half-wave transfer
characteristic
0 ; X^O
where a is a constant and Vis a real, positive number. This
basic characteristic can be used to describe a whole class of
nomlinear devices.
-9-
For more simple devices such as a square -law detector,
Davenport and Root indicate a "Direct Method", in which the
output autocorrelation function is found by calculating the
expected value or average of the product of the output signal
taken at times t, and t .1 2
The treatment in this thesis is an extension of this "Di
rect Method", such that the output autocorrelation function is
determined for an input of two nonoverlapping, narrowband noise
signals.
1.4 Scope of the Thesis.
The thesis consists of two major parts, a theoretical ana
lysis and a practical measurement.
A mathematical model of a SSB transmitter is defined, in
which certain idealizing conditions are established in order to
simplify the mathematical analysis.
A theoretical analysis of this model is then carried out,
arriving at an expression for the output autocorrelation func
tion for two different input conditions, namely*
(a) statistically independent noise inputs? and
(b) identical noise inputs.
The resulting expressions for these two conditions are then
compared in order to find which one of them causes the high
est intermodulation distortion.
The practical measurement is carried out in an attempt to
verify the theoretical conclusions. This measurement has only
been performed on a bichannel transmitter, since highly specia
lized test equipment would be necessary to perform the test on
-10-
a transmitter with more than two channels.
The reason for performing this investigation lies in the
fact that, if the case of identical noise inputs does indeed
result in the worst case Noise Power Ratio, then the test equip
ment required to perform the NPR test can be very simple and
inexpensive.
Chapter 2 of the thesis contains the theoretical analysis,
performed first for bichannel equipment and then extended to
cover multichannel equipment in general. Th*e practical test
set-up and the test results are described in chapter 3, and in
chapter 4 are given some concluding remarks relating to theore
tical versus practical results.
-11-
CHAPTER 2 1 THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
2.1 Single Sideband Generation.
There are two principal methods of SSB generation, the fil
tering method and the phasing method. Of these two tha filtering
method is the most common in military radio equipment. However,
the mathematical expression for a SSB signal is derived more
easily by using a simplified block diagram of a phasing method
SSB generator, as shown in figure 2-1.
:(t)>
Phase
Shifter
Balanced
Modulator
Balanced
Modulator
sx(t)
Figure 2-1 t Phasing Method for Generation of SSB.
The output signal is an upper sideband (USB) signal3:
S.Ct) = X(t)cosu-Ot - XCt) slncJat (2-1)
where x(t) is the Hilbert Transform of x(t), defined as follows t
HCx(t)] s X(t) =6) t-T cLT >
and f is the carrier frequency.
o
-12-
The lower sideband (LSB) signal can be obtained by adding
the two modulator outputs
Sa(t) = xCOcostoJ: + X(t) si.riu7>Qt (2-2)
x(t) can be any audio signal, single tone, voice or some
kind of noise, the only requirement is, that the bandwidth is
less than fQ.
If an analytic signal, z(t), is defined by the equation
Z(t) = X(t) t j x(t)
<2-3>
then s, (t) and s~(t) can be expressed in a more compact form
as the real part of a complex signal
s,(t) = Re {z,(t) \ ^ (2-4)
where z^(t) = x(t) ? j x(t) j and
s&(t) - } ) (2-5)
where z2(t) = x(t) - J x(t).
It can be easily verified, that s,(t) and s^(t) are the
upper and lower sideband signals respectively, simply by sub
stituting 00300,t for x(t), where f, is an audio frequency, and
performing a trigonometric contraction.
If x(t) is a gaussian variable, then x(t) is also a gauss-
ian variable, since the Hilbert Transform is a linear operation
on x(t). Further we have that x(t) and x(t) are statistically
independent or
x(t)x(t) 0 ,
-13-
whereas
x(t)x(t+T ) yi 0. 3
2.2 Noise Input to Bichannel Equipment.
Since the simplest form of multichannel equipment is the
bichannel transmitter the treatment herein is based on such a
transmitter. The results obtained can then be extended to cover
transmitters with an arbitrary number of channels.
Certain idealizing assumptions have been made in order to
simplify the mathematical analysis. It is assumed*
1) that the two sideband filters have a transfer function
H(oo ) = 1 within che passband, infinite attenuation out
side the passband, and a skirtfactor of 1, i. e. verti
cal flanges.
2) that the effects of mixing stages on the nonlinearities
are identical to those of regular bandpass amplifiers.
The output, v(t), of a nonlinear device can be expressed
as a function of the input, u(t), in terms of an infinite po
wer series
v(t) s aQ + axu(t) + a2u2(t) + a3u3(t) * - -, (2-6)
where a , a1# a2, - - can be obtained by Taylor Series expansion.
It can be shown1, that only odd order distortion products
appear in the output of a bandpass amplifier. Also, for high
performance equipment, the ratio (a./ai), i<j# between any two
coefficients is several orders of magnitude. Therefore, equation
(2-6) can be simplified to the form
v(t) = axu(t) + a3u3(t), (2-7)
without introducing any significant error.
-14-
The mathematical analysis is carried out for the two cases $
(a) statistically independent input signals, and
(b) identical input signals.
The results for the two cases are then compared, to determine
which case yields the worst Noise Power Ratio.
2.2.1 Independent Noise Inputs.
The mathematical model of the bichannel transmitter for
this case is shown in figure 2-2.
Noise Balanced Sideband
Generators Modulators Filters
Nonlinear
Bandpass
Amplifier
v(t)
< fQ carrier injection
Figure 2-2$. Mathematical Model. Independent Case.
The characteristics of the two sideband filters are shown
in figure 2-3.
Using equation (2-1), we get
n,Ct) = X,(t)cos(00t - Xt(t) suaavt
and using equation (2-2), we get
(2-3)
-15-
ruLt) = ^2(t)cosco0t 4- x>(t) soiuvt (2-9)
to0-w, W0+u), Frequency
Figure 2-3 i Sideband Filter Characteristics.
Since the audio noise generators x,(t) and x(t) are white,
gaussian and zero-mean, we also have
nx(t) n~(t) = 0,
and by definition the variances are equal t
'n.
The amplifier input, u(t), is
u(t) * nx(t) + n2(t)
and the amplifier output, v(t), is from equation (2-7)
v(t) = a1Cn1(t) + n2(t)] + a3 [n^t) + n2(t)] 3,
Since it can be shown, that the amplifier output is Ergo-
dic for statistically independent input signals, the Ensemble
Average and the Time Average are identical. Considering then
the Time Average, the output autocorrelation function i3
-16-
$&,&) = 6 {[n/t,)+n2(t,)][n/t2)^-a2(t2)]}
+ 4 {Cn,(t>aE(ti[n,(tJ^fi2(t)f])
Let n^ nj^tj^,
nl2 * ^(tj) n1(t1+i:),
n21 * n2(tl^ and
and n22 n2(t2)
* n^tj + T").
Then we obtain
$v(z) = a? C(n11 + naiXalt+n2a)3
2
+ a3 [(^,+ 1^(^+11^3 } <2-10>
= a, [ n.n.^a.a^-Ma^n.g + a^n^]
+ a3 Kn^p^On^,^^
and as the average of a sum equals the sum of the averages, this
leads us to
$VM = a, C n,,!^-*- n a^ + r^tniZ + n2ln22 ]
+ ^3 C nfo? + 3 nn;n2e + 3 n1(nln22
+ rtf n232 +- 3 nf, n?2 n2, + 9 a,fa,? n2ln2e
+ 9njivi2,rij>e -*-3a,,a21afe + 3nMri,zn2J
+ 9n.,nJ2r&nae + ^".i"^^ + 3n.,tnej n2e
+nll<Oa^n|(n28+3ril,nX4-n2.4 ], (2"n)
-17-
The first term on the right hand side of equation (2-11)
is the linear part, and is of no further interest in evaluation
of the intermodulation distortion. The second term on the right
hand side of the equation is the intermodulation part, and it
can be further split up into three parts t
$y(x) = al n,\* + al r^nJe
a3 [3n.*ri,*ng8 + 3i7llnJ2nf8 + nfo
3nJnien +9nln?2nl>lnee+ ^^nl2n2lnfe
+ 3 njnan^ + 3rin?e nf , + 9 ri^r^ n2e
+9 nuaizn3lin22 + 3 n nl,nj8 + 3 ri*enji n2z
+ 3n.ian;,rii + r^, r4 ] , (2-12)
or
where
theV^^^) term is due to n^tt) interacting with itself,
and it would be present in the output even if n.(t) alone
was applied to the input, and
the $L Kn (t) term is due to n (t) interacting with itself,
and it would be present in the output even if n2(t) alone
was applied to the input.
The remaining$ xn (x) term is due to interaction between
the two noise signals. The individual terms of J[nxnk)can then
be evaluated separately. (Refer to the appendix for details).
Each average can be expanded to a product with factors of the
-18-
following form i
2
rinl2 } nnfi8, jH^n.g , n21rie2 aad 6a .
Since nj(t) and n2(t) are statistically indepent with zero
mean, factors of the form
n nzz aad. a,e ru,
equal zero, making several of the products vanish.
Thus the intermodulation termvt^^ (%) takes on the relative
ly simple form
+l8$\z)$n/<r)-rl8nM$(r)] , (2-13)
Taking the Fourier Transform of equation (2-13), the power
density spectrum is obtained
<Wf) = e7a^;|^,fr)^nsft)Je-J'"V
00
+ 18 j^ff)%)^ft->+^r)]e^
which leads
-DO
k5
5n,xn2(f) = 27af^CSn/f)+Sni(f)]
^I8a| ^Vf">VfLf")5n/f-f')c<f"cdf
-fc> -*>
where 5n (f ) and >Sn ({) a^e the spectral densities of the input
noise signals n^t) and n2(t) respectively.
-19-
Equation (2-14) could now be further evaluated by perform
ing the two multiple convolutions of Sn with 5n( with Sni# and
5n. with 5n with 5n, respectively, but first we will consider
the case of statistically dependent input signals.
2j2,,2 Dependent Noise Inputs.
The mathematical model for the dependent case is shown
in figure 2-4.
Noise
Generator
Balanced Sideband
Modulators Filters
n (t) Nonlinear
Bandpass
Amplifier
Figure 2-4 t Mathematical Model. Dependent Case.
The characteristics of the two sideband filters are again
as shown in figure 2-3.
Utilizing equations (2-1) and (2-2), n^t) and n2(t) can
be expressed as follows
n.,00 = X,(t)cosco&t -x,(t) sLna>0t
and ruUV 'X1(is)G0swot + i1(OsLa^Cit
(2-15)
(2-16)
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Further we have, as for the independent case
nx(t) = n2(t) = 0
and equal variances
The input to the amplifier, u(t), is
u(t) = ni(t) + n2(t)
and from equation (2-7), the amplifier output, v(t), is
v(t) ax ["nx(t) + n2(t)] + a3 [nx(t) + n2(t)]3,
In this case the output function can be shown not to be
Ergodic, but the practical behaviour of the transmitter can be
considered to be that of a time averager, due to filter delays,
etc., so if we now calculate the time average of the product of
the output signals at times t^ and t2 by a procedure similar to
the one used in the independent case, we obtain the following
expression
$y Ct) = a, t "ivi^ + njwz + n2,nl2 * ne, ne8 ]
a3 L n,fn,J +5n?yr\\n2z + 3n,f nl2n^
+ n *n|t + 3 n nf2a2i + ^ n,fn n^nse
+ 9njfn,2ne,ne\ ^3ri*n2,ri2a +
3llll^f^rt2:j
-t 9 n.nlenilne+9nunnLri2|na +3nll^ln2
i* * i i ' m i 'm
-*-n2lnl2 + 3nl2rc2lri22 +3nJ8/T8,n21 + n2lri2e]
-21-
which can be seen to be identical to equation (2-11).
Again, we disregard all terms not due to interaction be
tween the two input noise signals. The procedure of the appen
dix is again used to evaluate the general terms of ^av.^ where
$Wr) = a3 1 3njnf1nw + 3 n^n/2n22 + n,fn|e
-*- 3 ^u aj2 a2, +9n*n,22ne(ri22 + 9nlnizn2lnz
* 3 ^i^z + 3 n,,n(2n + 9 n/( n,V& nee
4'9nn,2n2,ril2 4-3na^ln^ *-3n*n2ln2;a.
+- 3nttr^n2i - a|,r& ]
is recognized as the third part of the right hand side of the
equation (2-12). During this evaluation the following terms ap
pear t
^.1^22 > nftaei ; n,,^, /*L fvn22 .
Expressing n,,, n2, n . and n22 in terms of equations
(2-4) and (2-5), we get
rt = Re { Z,(Oe^]
na - Re ( z2 (t) }
nZ2 = Re} ze(t+7:)e^ }
where z^(t) * x^(t) + J x^t)
and z2(t) * x^t) - J x^t),
-22-
Ws also have the following relation
Re(yx)Re(y2) * ,sRe(y1y2) ? J5Re(y1*y2)
where y * is the complex conjugate of y..
Then we obtain the product
nnhzz = Re tg z,(t)z2(t+i:)e* )
^Reiiz^l.Ct^)^}
and the time average is
vUiolt
but since z (t) and z (t) are varying slowly compared to g ,
then the first integration on the right hand side of equation
(2-17) equals zero^. Substituting in the second integral for
z,(t) and ^Ji*-) ^ oitain
EEZ 2t
_|
L^F J 2*(t).z8 ft +-"c) ctt
,T
= &* F \i [X,(t) - 1 X,tt)][x,(i+T) 3(t+01dt
J 7
-
8t \i *tf) x,^3di -i._6-^f ) x(t)x&3dt
/T xT
I
-T
-23-
In accordance with the definition of the Hilbert Trans
form, we have i
x,(Ox1et+rn - xxt)x,(t+0
and x.tt) x.Ct+'O = - x.oox.Ct+o
which means, that also the second integration on the right hand
side of equation (2-17) equals zerot
T
Therefore
n n22 = o .
From this it is deduced, that
nri2i - o ,
n.l2 n2l = o
and nl? n^ =o.
The remaining terms of i\nxfj$) are found to be
which is seen to be Identical to the expression obtained for
the independent case, as shown in equation (2-13).
It has therefore been proven, that for bichannel equipment,
it makes no difference whether the input signals are statisti
cally dependent or not.
-24-
2.3 Multichannel Equipment.
In the preceding sections it was shown that the statisti
cal relationship between two input noise signals is of no con
sequence to the intermodulation distortion on the output of the
nonlinear device.
The purpose of this section is to extend this result to
an arbitrary number of channels. Figure 2-5 shows the idealized
characteristics of a multichannel transmitter of the type shown
in figure 1-1. Nominal carriers are included in figure 2-5 for
reference only.
Again we will discuss separately the two cases i statisti
cally independent noise inputs and identical noise inputs,
2.3.1 Independent Noise Input.
Let the audio noise generators be designated as follows
x1L and xxu,
x2L and x2u,
x3L and x3u,
*nL and xnU-
where the first subscript refers to the nominal carrier fre
quency and the second subscript refers to lower (L) or upper
(U) sideband.
Then the various sideband signals applied to the nonlinear
device will be
1^(0 = X^ (t) COS tOKt + X^CO 5^0)^
nw Lt) - Xku (t) cos cOfct
- xKU (0 sLnavt
-25-
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where k * 1, 2, 3, - - -.
From the results obtained for the bichannel equipment, we
know that the interaction between two channels with the same
nominal carrier frequency will result in an intermodulation di
stortion term of the form
#u*n^ = 2Ea\b\ [ff%ft:) +#,,:)]
which is obtained by rewriting equation (2-13) for the k-th
carrier frequency. The additional autocorrelation terras result
ing from interaction between each pair of channels will have
products in which the factors are of the general form
ru, a-2 >
ru, ty ,
and aLZ Oj, . (2-18)
These factors are arrived at by applying the method out
lined in the appendix. In equation (2-18) the subscripts i and
j refer to the nominal carrier frequency and the 1 and 2 sub
scripts refer to times t1 and t2 respectively.
Since it has been shown in section 2.2.2, that the time
average of the product of an upper and a lower sideband signal
equals zero, the terms of interest will only be the ones with
either two lower sideband signals or two upper sideband signals
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together. In the trivial case, i * J, the time average is the
same whether or not the input noise signals are dependent.
For statistically independent inputs all the terms of (2-18)
will be zero. Therefore, if the same holds true for the case of
identical inputs, the results for bichannel equipment will in
fact be valid for 2k-channel equipment (k s 1, 2, 3, ).
2.3.2 Dependent Noise Inputs.
If we try to evaluate the first expression of equation
(2-18) we shall first have to repeat the equation (2-4) in a
more general form
and n.^ = Re
[z^Ct^e^ * J
Where as before
zt(t) = x(t) - J x(t) = z (t),
with zAt) and Zj(t) being identical due to identical noise
inputs. We are also assuming that both narrowband noise sig
nals are the upper sideband.
Utilizing the relation
Re(y1)Re(y2) = ^sRefy^) + 35Re(y1*y2)
we get _
T
( \u*iS I f I Jr lO^'.-^t 1
4- Re e4 ^ ilzflzWe4 adi) , u-w
* T-*0o Jr
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Since, in general, equation (2-19) does not equal zero6,
it can be concluded that the intermodulation distortion will
be higher, and in turn the Noise Power Ratio less when iden
tical noise inputs are used as compared to when statistically
independent noise inputs are used.
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CHAPTER 3 l EXPERIMENTAL TEST
A test was performed on a laboratory model of a bichannel
exciter in an attempt to verify the results obtained in the
theoretical analysis of the previous chapter.
3.1 Test Set-Up.
The experimental set-up used is shown in figure 3-1. The
test equipment is all standard type except for the notch filter
and the bandpass filter, the characteristics of which are shown
in figures 3-2 and 3-3 respectively.
The 4tl peak to average limiters used in each test channel
serve the purpose of establishing some correlation to the old
two-tone test method, since the ratio of peak envelope power
(PEP) to average power of a two-tone single sideband signal is
41. Such a correlation is not required to serve the purpose of
this thesis, but is included because it has been made a general
requirement for the Noise Power Ratio Test.
The audio amplifier and average power adjustment in the
one channel is used to compensate for the insertion loss of the
audio notch filter, in order to keep the average noise power
constant under both the notch in and the notch out condition.
The notch in and the notch out conditions are (as explained in
chapter 1, section 2) describing the input noise signal with a
narrow band notched away and the complete input noise signal,
respectively.
3t2 Test Results.
The test results shown in table 3-1 seem to verify the
theoretical conclusion, that the statistical relationship be-
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Response Relative
to 1 kHz (in dB)
1650 Hz Frequency
Figure 3-2 t Response of Notch Filter.
Response Relative
to 100 kHz (in dB)
100 kHz Frequency
Figure 3-3: Response of Bandpass Filter,
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tween the noise lnputsdoes not influence the intermodulation
distortion of the transmitter output signal and in turn the
Noise Power Ratio.
The test was performed using various audio input levels
and various injection levels to the mixer stage in the output
"frequency selective voltmeter1* set-up. None of these variations
altered the principal result, but the actual NPR reading was
affected. For variations in the audio input level, the change
in NPR could be due to harder loading of thjs amplifier stages,
thereby increasing the nonlinearities, and for variations in
the mixer injection level, the change in NPR is most probably
due to the influence of intrinsic noise.
In order to avoid errors during testing, great care was
exercised in keeping th9 injection levels the same for the two
test conditions. However, due to heavy fluctuations of the out
put meter needle of 2 to 3 db, whenever noise peaks were ex
perienced, an average reading was estimated for 5 to 10 second
intervals. This is the only possible area of error in the test
procedure. It is however believed that since both readings dis
play fluctuations of the same magnitude, the error would be on
the NPR reading and not on the conclusion, that the two readings
are identical for dependent and independent noise inputs. It
should perhaps be pointed out, that the emphasis during the test
was on ratios rather than absolute values.
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CHAPTER 4* CONCLUSIONS
It has been shown, that the autocorrelation function of
the output signal from a third order nonlinear device contains
the same intermodulation distortion terms whether the input is
the sum of two statistically dependent, narrowband noise signals,
or the sura of two statistically independent, narrowband noise
signals. The reason for this is that the time average of the
product of the two dependent input noise signals, derived as
the lower and upper sidebands from the same audio noise source,
equals zero.
The assumption was then made that the time average of the
product of any one lower sideband signal and any one upper side
band signal of a multichannel system in which all channels are
loaded with identical noise signals, equals zero. This reduces
the analysis for multichannel systems to the evaluation of the
time average of the product of any two lower sideband signals
or of the product of any two upper sideband signals. Since such
time averages equal zero for statistically independent input
signals the intermodulation distortion is worst for statisti
cally dependent input signals.
As a result, the Noise Power Ratio, as defined in section
1.2, will be lower for statistically dependent noise inputs
than for independent inputs. Since we want to measure the per
formance of the equipment under the most adverse conditions,
dependent noise inputs should be used as test signals. This
implies that the testing will not require the more expensive
and complicated system of independent audio sources, but only
-35-
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the simple and inexpensive system of a single noise source feed
ing all channels.
A practical measurement performed on a bichannel transmit
ter verified the theoretical conclusion within a reasonable de
gree of accuracy. The measurements also show that when Noise
Power Ratios are specified for individual systems, exact injec
tion levels should be established and due consideration should
be given to interfering factors, such as the influence of auto
matic power level control loops and of the intrinsic noise power
level of the equipment.
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APPENDIX
In order to evaluate the general terms of equation (2-12)
in section 2.2.1 the following equation from Laning and Battin7
has been used
I ^e ^3 X^
r,'!*rgjx raly0,l
where the summation is to be carried out over all sets of in
dices (i.tk1# . . . . ,i ,k ) such that r, of the indices are1 J- p p 1
unity, r of them are two, etc. and where p is defined by the
following equation
2p = r, -r2 + r3 *r4
Laning and Battin give a further explanation on how to
manage the large number of products resulting from evaluation
of this summation. This explanation is the basis of the follow
ing manipulations.
There are three types of general terms in equation (2-12)
<*> V,\*
< vx%
<*> W/v3v,
We will consider these one by onei
*>\ 3l
(a) v>23^ !r! UvX'W'VX+bVX*!Z**l
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where the coefficients a and b are determined by the number of
possible permutations and the number of combinations in con
nection with each permutation t
<L = 2 ' 3! -12
b = e1* 3!/3! - 8
so that we get
vt\3
= 92>;kv2 * 6y\4
(b)
2>\, 21
v,Vv3= ^rfc vivtev,v;
r, r, Vg v2
where c, d and e are determined as under (a)
d . z6 s!/e! = 24
ol =
2*
* 3' = 24
e = *3' = 12.
so that this expression is obtained
/b. ,2
vyx = > ^^ * 6 6v>\/X'Ws
i-3bv'VV,
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(c)
v;V \4 tC = hizr [ f w *W4 * vxZ" *s
+ 1666*661
_
ZVZ V, Y3 V, W^
where f, g, h, k, 1 and m are
- e2* 3! = e4
1^ ?^' = 24
^ =
2*
" 3! = 48
which results in
VXVX Wh + 22v^^
1
*2*vv^*v^ + zv;vi *i/5v<
+ 4 V^V^-W
+ 4vft*/V,*W
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